To take the best actions, we often need to maintain and update beliefs about variables that cannot be directly 14 observed. To understand the principles underlying such belief updates, we need tools to uncover subjects' 15 belief dynamics from natural behaviour. We tested whether eye movements could be used to infer subjects' 16 beliefs about latent variables using a naturalistic, visuomotor navigation task. We observed eye movements 17 that appeared to continuously track the goal location even when no visible target was present there. Accurate 18 goal-tracking was associated with improved task performance, and inhibiting eye movements in humans 19 impaired navigation precision. By using passive stimulus playback and manipulating stimulus reliability, we 20 show that subjects' eye movements are likely voluntary, rather than reflexive. These results suggest that 21 gaze dynamics play a key role in action-selection during challenging visuomotor behaviours, and may 22 possibly serve as a window into the subject's dynamically evolving internal beliefs. 23 88 the range of target distances and the duration for which the target was visible (see Methods). All subjects 89 were head-fixed, and we recorded each subject's movement trajectory (Fig 1Dmiddle) as well as eye 90 position (Fig 1Dright) throughout each trial.
INTRODUCTION 24
Rational behaviour in the real world often requires predicting latent states from sensory observations. Since 25 latent variables cannot be directly observed, and since the utility of actions depends on the status of latent 26 variables in the future, subjects must use statistical regularities in space and in time to predict them. There is 27 a growing body of studies that not only demonstrate that humans exploit regularities in feature space 28 Figure 1. Primates can navigate by integrating optic flow. A. Monkeys and human subjects use a joystick to navigate to a cued target (yellow disc) using optic flow cues generated by ground plane elements (brown triangles). The ground plane elements appeared transiently at random orientations to ensure that they cannot serve as spatial or angular landmarks (Methods). B. The time-course of linear (top) and angular (bottom) velocities during one example trial. Yellow shaded region corresponds to the time period when the target was visible on the screen. Time is also coded by color. C. Example trials showing incorrect (left) and correct (right) responses of a monkey. Note that subjects had to stop within the reward window (0.6m for monkeys; adaptive window for humans, see Methods) to receive reward. D. Left: Overhead view of the spatial distribution of target positions across trials. Positions were uniformly distributed within subjects' field of view. The actual range of target distances and angles was slightly larger for human subjects (Methods). Middle: Movement trajectories of one monkey during a representative subset of trials. Orange dot denotes starting location. Right: First-person view of the trajectories of eye movements (average of the two eyes) during the same trials. Abscissa and ordinate show horizontal version and elevation of the eyes respectively. Orange dots represent the initial eye position (when the target was turned OFF) on each trial. E. Left: Comparison of the radial distance of the monkey's response (stopping location) against radial distance of the target across all trials. Right: Angular eccentricity of the response vs target angle. Black dashed lines have unity slope (unbiased performance). The subject's starting location was taken as the origin. F. Subjects' multiplicative biases in radial distance (top) and angular eccentricity (bottom) were quantified as the slopes of the corresponding linear regressions and plotted for individual monkeys (green) and human subjects (purple). Horizontal dashed lines denote the value of the slope that corresponds to unbiased behaviour. Error bars denote ±1 SEM across trials. G. Left: The proportion of correct trials of one monkey for various values of hypothetical reward window size (black). Shuffled estimates are shown in gray. Right: ROC curves for all subjects, obtained by plotting their true proportion of correct trials (from unshuffled data) against the corresponding chance-level proportions (from shuffled data) for a range of reward windows. Shaded area denotes standard deviation across subjects. Inset shows the average area under the curve (AUC) for monkeys (green) and human subjects (purple). See also Figure S1-S2. 133 To understand the role of eye movements, we recorded the position of the subjects' eyes while they 134 performed the task. Figure 2A shows the vertical and horizontal eye positions of one monkey during an 135 example trial. On this trial, we noticed saccades (eye movements exceeding 200°/s) before the target was 136 turned off (henceforth called start of the trial) and around the time when the monkey stopped moving (end 137 of steering), but not in-between. This pattern of saccade timing was evident across trials, as seen in the trial-138 averaged density of saccades (Fig 2B) . Across all datasets from monkeys, the average frequency of saccades 139 during the trial was significantly smaller than that during the inter-trial interval (mean saccade rate ± 140 standard deviation, during trials: 0.5 ± 0.3 Hz, between trials: 0.9 ± 0.5 Hz; paired t-test: = 0.02). We 141 noticed a similar tendency among human subjects although the comparison was not statistically significant 142 (Fig S3A; during trials: 0.8 ± 0.5 Hz, between trials: 1.4 ± 1 Hz; = 0.11). This suggests that subjects 143 actively suppressed saccadic eye movements while steering. Moreover, the velocity of eye movements 144 during steering was generally low, with magnitudes well below 20°/s both in monkeys (Fig 2C; mean ± std.: 145 16.2 ± 2.1 °/s) and in humans (Fig S3B; 11.4 ± 3.2 °/s). 146 Because saccades were mostly confined to periods when the animal was not actively steering and subjects 147 appeared to make slowly-varying eye movements while steering, we reasoned that they may be continuously 148 'tracking' the (invisible) target with their eyes while they navigated to it. Note that as one steers towards the 149 target location, the target would become progressively less eccentric and move downward in the visual field. and right (dashed) eyes of a monkey during one example trial (in degrees). Yellow region shows the period when a target was visible on the screen. Red dashed line corresponds to the end of steering in this trial. B. The time-course of the rate of saccades during the trial, averaged across all trials separately for each of the three monkeys. Trial-averaging was done by aligning trials relative to target onset (yellow region, before break on the x-axis) and end of steering (red dashed line, following the break). Grey line denotes mean saccade rate across monkeys during the period between trials. C. Joint probability density of the distribution over horizontal and vertical eye velocities, averaged across monkeys, while they steered towards the target. Marginals are shown in black. D. Comparison of the two major components (lateral version and elevation) of predicted and true eye positions in a subset of trials for all monkeys at the moment when the target was just turned OFF. E. Time-course of the two components (lateral version and elevation) of eye positions during a random subset of trials taken from all monkeys. Blue and red dots denote the times at which the target was turned OFF and the end of steering, respectively. F. Target-tracking index (defined in text) when the target turned OFF for individual monkeys (green) and humans (purple). Error bars denote ±1 SEM obtained either by averaging across recording sessions (for monkeys) or bootstrapping (for humans). G. Time-course of the target-tracking index, averaged across monkeys (green) and humans (purple). Grey arrow denotes the chance level trackingindex verified by shuffling procedure. Shaded region denotes ±1 SEM across datasets. See also Figures S3-S8.
Pattern of eye movements
Therefore, if subjects were to track the target, the magnitude of lateral version would tend towards zero and 152 the eye elevation would become more negative with time ( Fig S4A) . 153 To quantitatively test whether subjects were tracking the target, we first generated ground truth theoretical 154 predictions for the binocular position of their eyes during each trial, assuming that they maintained fixation 155 at the center of the target throughout the trial (Fig S4B; Methods -Equation 1 ). We then compared this 156 prediction against the observed eye position of the subject by expressing both quantities in terms of three 157 standard componentslateral version, elevation and vergence (Fig S4C; see Methods). 158 We expect subjects' eyes to be drawn to the target when it appears on the screen. So, at the very least, the 159 theoretical predictions should be precise at trial onset. Indeed, the model predictions were highly correlated right; monkeys: 0.60 ± 0.2, humans: 0.42 ± 0.2) at the beginning of the trial. The somewhat lower 163 correlations for the latter are understandable because it is difficult to precisely fixate at the elevations for 164 distant targets since they subtend a smaller visual angle. We verified this effect using simulations (Fig S6) . 165 Next, we examined the time-course of eye movements during the trial and found a striking qualitative 166 correspondence to the predicted dynamics (Fig 2E, S5B) : as the trial progressed, lateral version became 167 increasingly more concentrated around zero (Fig S5C -left) while eye elevation was significantly lower 168 (Fig S5C -right) . The correlation between predicted and observed values remained significantly greater 169 than zero throughout the trial for both components (Fig S5D) . This is quite remarkable because the target 170 appeared only transiently at the beginning of the trial.
171
On the other hand, the correspondence between predicted and observed vergence was less clear. Doing this 172 comparison for our task was challenging because about 90% of the full range of vergence angles is known to 173 occur within gaze distances below one meter (Howard, 2012) and the predicted change in vergence is 174 negligible for gaze distances beyond 2m (Fig S4C -bottom right) . Only two of the three monkeys exhibited 175 vergence values that weakly correlated with the predictions at trial onset ( Fig S7A) and a tendency to make 176 convergent eye movements as they approached the target (Fig S7B) , an effect that was also absent in human 177 subjects (Fig S7B-D) . It is possible that this inconsistency is due to the previously documented difficulty in 178 executing voluntary vergence movements to imagined moving targets (Erkelens et al., 1989) . Moreover, this 179 difficulty is likely exacerbated in VR where vergence eye movements must be executed without changing estimate this timescale, we analyzed the cross-correlogram between them and found that subjects' eye 197 positions did not systematically lead or lag the predictions based on the contemporaneous target location 198 (Fig S8) . This suggests that eye movements were not predicting future target locations, although the 199 computations used to estimate the target location could still be predictive. 
201
The tracking index quantifies how subjects' dynamical state is encoded in their continuous-valued eye 202 position. However, recent work has highlighted the importance of discrete saccadic eye movements in 203 mediating flow-tracking behaviour of humans and primates (Knöll et al., 2018) . Therefore, we wanted to 204 know whether saccades aided the target-tracking behaviour of our subjects. To test this, we first compared 205 the distribution of saccade amplitudes during three non-overlapping epochs of the experimentinter-trial 206 periods when saccades tend to be exploratory, target-presentation phase when saccades are guided by the 207 external stimulus, and the ensuing task phase when subjects steered using optic flow (Fig 3A) . We found 208 that across monkeys, the amplitude of saccades was much lower during the task phase than during other 209 epochs (Fig 3B; mean ± SE: inter-trial -10.2 ± 1.6°, target-presentation -14.4 ± 2.2°, task phase -7.1 ± 210 1.2°) suggesting that saccades made while steering may serve to correct errors in tracking the target. To 211 directly test this, we computed a saccade-triggered average of the target-tracking error and found that this 200ms suggesting that these saccades were indeed made in the direction of the target (Fig 3D) . Moreover, 217 the regression kernels were biphasic implying that the saccades overcompensated for the tracking errors.
218
Finally, if these saccades were corrective, they should rely on the subjects' internal estimate of the target 219 location making them increasingly unreliable over time due to the buildup of uncertainty. Indeed, the 220 strength of the regression kernel was weaker for later saccades (Fig 3E; peak-to-peak difference in weights by human subjects were not significantly smaller while steering (Fig S10A) , regression analysis revealed a 227 strong association between tracking error and saccade amplitude but with slightly shorter integration 228 windows. As observed for monkeys, the strength of this association was lower for saccades that happened 229 later (Fig S10B) reflecting a potential influence of noisy integration.
230

Eyes convey internal beliefs about target 231
Subjects could not have possibly been tracking the observed target location, since the target disappeared at 232 the beginning of the trial. A plausible explanation for their pattern of eye movements is that subjects tracked 233 the location at which they believed the target was present. As they integrate their movements, subjects need 234 to continuously update their internal estimate of the relative goal location, and perhaps their eye movements 235 reveal those estimates. If this is the case, then we should be able to better predict their eye position when 236 their beliefs are more accurate. We tested this both across subjects and across trials within each subject.
237
To test this across subjects, we used the variability in subjects' stopping positions to first quantify the level 238 of uncertainty in their position estimates (Methods). Due to the low trial count of individual human subjects, 239 we pooled trials from all humans into a single dataset. Because uncertainty in knowing one's location should 240 limit one's ability to visually track the target, we used the estimated uncertainties to calculate an 241 approximate upper bound on the target-tracking index for each dataset (Fig 4A, Methodsequations 3) . 242 This upper bound serves to capture the heterogeneity in the spatial profile of uncertainty both across subjects 243 (Fig 4Bleft) and across sessions within each monkey (Fig S11A) . Across all datasets, the target-tracking 244 index observed towards the end of the trial (during the last 500ms) was weakly but significantly correlated 245 with the theoretical upper bounds (Fig 4B - right; Pearson's = 0.26, = 0.029). This suggests that 246 differences in the ability to track the target with the eyes is due, at least in part, to differences in the 247 magnitudes of positional uncertainty between subjects. 248 We also tested whether eye movements reflect fluctuations in the subject's belief about their location across 249 trials. Because subjects were more precise during rewarded (Fig S11B -left) than during unrewarded trials 250 (Fig S11B -middle) , we expect subjects to track the target more accurately during rewarded trials (Fig S9B   251 right). We computed the target-tracking index separately for the two groups of trials and found that it was 252 indeed higher during rewarded trials (Fig 4C -top) . The difference between the target-tracking indices 253 during the two sets of trials grew as the trial progressed, and was significantly greater than zero at the end of 254 the trial (Fig 4C -bottom ; mean difference ± standard deviation during the period shaded in grey -255 monkeys: 0.19 ± 0.05, = 4.8 × 10 −3 ; humans: 0.13 ± 0.05, = 3.1 × 10 −2 ; bootstrap test, 10,000 256 bootstrap samples). In fact, when trials were stratified based on behavioural accuracy, we found that the 257 tracking index increased with behavioural accuracy (Fig 4D) . To more directly test whether there was a fine-258 grained relationship between eye movements and task performance, we estimated the correlation between 259 the behavioural error (distance between the stopping location and the target) and the target-tracking error The difference between tracking coefficients during rewarded and unrewarded trials for all subjects (monkeys in green, humans in purple). For human subjects, trials in which the subject's final position was within 0.6m of the center of the target were considered 'rewarded' for the purpose of classification. D. Top: We divided trials into five groups depending on the magnitude of the subject's error i.e., final (stopping) distance to the target. Time-courses of the target-tracking index are shown for the five trial groups for one monkey (dark blue: most accurate; dark red: least accurate). Bottom: Average value of the target-tracking index during the final 500ms before end of steering (brown shaded region in the top panel) as a function of percentile accuracy for all individual subjects. Solid lines show average across subjects. Across all subjects (humans and monkeys), there was a significant correlation between accuracy and tracking coefficient (Pearson's = 0.68, = 3.1 × 10 −5 ). E. Top: Joint distribution of the behavioural error and the target-tracking error across trials of one recording session from one monkey. Bottom: The mean correlation between behavioural and target-tracking errors of individual monkeys before (green) and after (gray) a shuffling procedure to control for the effects of trial difficulty (see text). Error bar denotes ±1 SEM obtained by bootstrapping. See also Figure S11 .
(mean absolute difference between the actual eye position and the theoretical prediction, see Methods) 261 across trials (Fig 4Etop) . To control for possible spurious effects of trial difficulty, we computed a 262 shuffled estimate by subdividing the trials into groups based on initial target distance and then shuffling the 263 trials within each group (see Methods). We found that the behavioural and target-tracking errors were 264 significantly correlated across trials (Fig 4E - bottom, Pearson's ± standard deviation across all datasets -265 true: 0.14 ± 0.04, controlled shuffle: 0.04 ± 0.02; = 9.1 × 10 −3 , paired t-test) further reinforcing the 266 view that subjects are tracking their internally estimated goal location with their eyes.
267
Purely reflexive eye movements do not explain target-tracking behaviour 268 In principle, the above results could also be produced by purely reflexive eye movements, driven solely by First, in a subset of sessions we recorded the stimulus movie of the complete block of trials and replayed 277 them back to the animal at the end of the session, but with the joystick withheld (see Methods). All aspects 278 of the task structure during this replay block were identical to the initial block of trials (e.g. the monkey still 279 received juice reward at the end of the corresponding trials), except the animal only viewed a movie of the 280 stimulus rather than actively performing the task. Importantly, monkeys were still free to move their eyes. In 281 general, eye movements were weaker during passive viewing than during active task (Fig S12A, B) . Across 282 monkeys, the magnitude of eye velocity was much smaller during passive block even though both blocks 283 had identical visual stimuli (Fig S12C) . We analysed the target tracking behaviour by computing the target-284 tracking index separately for the two blocks of trials. Figure 5A suppress, this suggests that eye movements contributing to the high target-tracking index during active 288 steering must have been voluntary. Note however that the tracking index during passive viewing is poor 289 right from trial onset, perhaps because the monkey did not consistently look at the target initially when it 290 appeared on the screen. We wanted to know whether OFR dynamics, coupled with the appropriate boundary 291 condition (looking at the target when it initially appears) might be sufficient to give the impression that the 292 animal is tracking the target. We simulated this model by shifting the initial eye position on each trial of the 293 passive block to match the corresponding trial in the active block, a procedure that left the eye movement 294 dynamics unaltered (Fig 5Ablack) . The tracking index of this simulated model was substantially lower 295 than that observed during the active block of trials, suggesting that the target-tracking behaviour is likely to 296 be a voluntary response. In all three monkeys, the target tracking during the active task was significantly 297 stronger than during either the passive viewing condition or the OFR model (Fig 5A -bottom; mean interleaving trials with two different densities of ground plane elements by more than an order of magnitude 307 (see Methods). We analysed the two sets of trials separately, but found no significant difference between 308 the target-tracking index (Fig 5B; mean ± standard deviation across subjects, low density: 0.28 ± 0.1, high 309 density: 0.31 ± 0.1). Therefore, the pattern of eye movements observed during this task likely represent 310 volitional movements, rather than reflexive ones. 311 Inhibiting eye movements worsens task performance 312 Since eye movements were predictive of subjects' navigational performance, we wanted to know if they 313 were essential for performing the task. To test this, we asked five human subjects to perform a variation of 314 the task in which we overlaid a cross on top of the target location and instructed them to fixate on this cross 315 for as long as it appeared on the screen. In half the trials ('Eyes-moving' condition), the fixation cross 316 disappeared along with the target so that subjects were free to produce eye movements as before. In the 317 remaining trials ('Eyes-fixed' condition), the cross remained at the same location on the screen throughout 318 the trial and subjects had to perform the task without moving their eyes (see Methods). Although we did not 319 penalize subjects for breaking fixation, we verified offline that they maintained fixation as instructed ( Fig   320   6A and Fig S13) . We assessed their behavioural performance by comparing the area under the ROC curve 321 (AUC), and found that performance was significantly impaired in the 'Eyes-fixed' condition (Fig 6B; = 5 322 humans, mean AUC ± standard deviation; Eyes-moving: 0.85 ± 0.07, Eyes-fixed: 0.77 ± 0.07, = 2.5 × 323 10 −3 , paired t-test). Figure 6C shows the responses of individual subjects. Although subjects were nearly unbiased under both conditions, the correlation between target and response 325 locations was significantly lower in the absence of eye movements (Fig 6D; mean ± standard deviation; 326 ( , * ), Eyes-moving: 0.71 ± 0.1, Eyes-fixed: 0.49 ± 0.2, = 0.011, paired t-test;
(| |, | * |),
327
Eyes-moving: 0.92±0.03, Eyes-fixed: 0.82±0.1, = 0.035). These results suggest that subjects benefit 328 when their eyes can track the internally estimated goal location in this task.
329
DISCUSSION
330
Using a virtual visuomotor navigation task that requires continuous integration of self-motion, we showed 331 that humans and monkeys execute similar eye movements while steering. By comparing the eye movement 332 dynamics against predictions for a hypothetical agent that maintained fixation at the target, we demonstrated 333 that subjects likely tracked the imagined target location when steering towards it. Although subjects tended decrease in the target-tracking index (Fig 4A -dashed line) . Consistent with this, the precision of error-343 correcting saccades gradually deteriorated as the trial progressed (Fig 3E) . Therefore, the observed decrease in target tracking is an inevitable consequence of noisy observations and noisy integration, and in fact serves 345 to expose the growing uncertainty in subjective beliefs.
346
Inferring belief dynamics 347 The task design used in this study was motivated by the need to ultimately understand neural computations 348 governing belief dynamics that transform sensory inputs to motor output. In the real world, these belief were not explicitly reinforced, yet our post-hoc analysis revealed that the continuous-valued, time-varying 364 eye position encoded subjective beliefs about the time-varying latent variable. We hope that this approach of 365 covertly measuring belief dynamics will serve as a useful template for future studies.
366
The nature of eye movements 367 While steering towards the target, subjects executed slow eye movements, and tended to suppress saccades.
368
To understand the nature of slow eye movements, we analyzed three separate components of eye position: 369 lateral version, elevation, and vergence. In all subjects, the dynamics of the first two components were 370 smooth and consistent with the predicted dynamics for pursuing the invisible target. In contrast, only two of 371 the three monkeys made convergent eye movements as they approached the target location. Vergence eye 372 movements also did not show clear dependence on the target location in human subjects. Under natural 373 conditions, vergence eye movements are typically evoked either by binocular disparity or by a need to 374 accommodate to blurred visual stimuli (Horwood and Riddell, 2008; Howard, 2012) . Accordingly, vergence 375 responses to imagined targets are unreliable (Erkelens et al., 1989) . Moreover, accommodation demands are 376 somewhat unnatural in VR because objects on the screen all share the same focal length. In light of these 377 limitations, it is not very surprising that we were unable to measure vergence eye movements that varied 378 systematically with target position in all subjects.
379
By analyzing eye movements during stimulus playback, we ruled out the possibility that the smooth 380 dynamics correspond to pure ocular following reflex (OFR) induced by optic flow. Because these eye 381 movements were always preceded by fixating a visible target and occurred in parallel with computations for 382 mentally tracking that same target, they are functionally more similar to smooth-pursuit eye movements. In our task, the dynamics of optic flow completely determine the (relative) motion of the target and can controller was activated. In the case of monkeys, the target only appeared on the screen for 300ms, and the 493 joystick was always active.
494
Monkeys typically performed two blocks of ~750 trials in each experimental session, and received feedback 495 at the end of each trial. Monkeys performed a total of ~6,000 trials (4 sessions) each. Eye tracking was 496 performed either using scleral coils (monkey Q & B) or a head-mounted eye tracker (monkey S). In one of 497 the above recording sessions in each monkey, we saved the stimulus movie and replayed them to the animal 498 at the end of the block. Both the visual stimulus and the schedule of rewards during this replay block were 499 identical to the active navigation block, with the only difference being that the joystick was withheld and 500 monkeys passively viewed the stimulus. Furthermore, a subset of the recording sessions (two sessions in 501 each monkey) contained two randomly interleaved sets of trials that differed in terms of the density of optic 502 flow ( = 0.1 elements/m 2 and = 2.5 elements/m 2 ).
503
Of the ten human subjects, five subjects performed a total of 600 trials spread equally across three blocks.
504
The blocks were identical in all respects, except no feedback was provided at the end of the trials in the first 505 and third blocks. The purpose of using this block structure was to study how feedback affected learning in 506 humans. Although data collected in the absence of feedback (first and last blocks) are briefly described in 507 Fig. S1 , the key results of the paper are based only on data collected during the intermittent block with 508 feedback. Furthermore, during the block with feedback, the performance of human subjects typically 509 stabilized within fifty trials (Fig. S1B) . Because we wanted to ensure that the performance was stable during 510 the course of testing, we ignored the first fifty trials of this block for all our analysis (Figs 1,2,4) . The
511
remaining five human subjects participated in a version of the experiment that was designed to study the 512 effect of inhibiting eye movements on task performance (Fig 6) . These subjects first performed a block of 513 fifty trials with feedback to allow their performance to stabilize. Following this pre-training block, they 514 performed a test block comprising 400 trials of a version of this task in which a fixation cross was overlaid 515 on top of the target in each trial, again with feedback. In a random subset of trials (50%), this fixation cross 516 remained on the screen even after the target disappeared and subjects were instructed to maintain fixation on 517 the cross while steering to the target. The location of the cross remained fixed in screen coordinates and thus 518 carried no dynamic information about stimulus location.
519
Feedback 520
Monkeys received binary feedback at the end of each trial. They received a drop of juice if, after stopping, 521 they were within 0.6m away from the center of the target. No juice was provided otherwise. The fixed 522 reward boundary of 0.6m was determined using a staircase procedure prior to the experiment to ensure that 523 monkeys received reward in approximately two-thirds of the trials.
524
Human subjects received a somewhat richer, adaptive feedback in the form of a bullseye pattern that 525 appeared on the ground at the end of steering. The bullseye was centered on the target, with the innermost 526 region having the highest luminance. The pattern comprised of five zones (Fig S1A) , and the radii of the Hz.
541
Model predicted eye position 542 To test whether subjects' eyes tracked the location of the (invisible) target, we generated predictions for 543 subjects' instantaneous eye positions by assuming that they maintained fixation at the center of the target. Bias estimation 560 We regressed (with an intercept term) each subject's response positions ( , ) against target positions 561 ( * , * ) separately for the radial ( vs * ) and angular ( vs * ) co-ordinates, and the radial and angular 562 multiplicative biases were quantified as the slope of the respective regressions (Fig 1F) . The intercept terms 563 of the regression models denote additive bias. For each subject, we estimated the 95% confidence intervals 564 for the biases by bootstrapping.
565
Psychometric analysis 566 As described in the section on feedback, reward boundaries were chosen to ensure that all subjects correctly 567 stopped within the reward zone in about two-thirds of the trials. However, the precise radius of these 568 boundaries varied across human subjects, as well as between humans and monkeys. To objectively compare 569 the performance of different subjects on a common scale, we performed ROC analysis as follows. For each 570 subject, we first constructed a psychometric function by calculating the proportion of correct trials as a 571 function of (hypothetical) reward boundary (Fig 1G) . In keeping with the range of target distances used for 572 the two species, we varied the reward boundary between 0-4m for monkeys and 0-6m for human subjects.
573
Whereas an infinitesimally small boundary will result in all trials being classified as incorrect, a large 574 enough reward boundary will yield near-perfect accuracy. To define a chance-level psychometric function, we repeated the above procedure but now by shuffling the target locations across trials, thereby destroying 576 the relationship between target and response locations. Finally, we obtained the ROC curve by plotting the 577 proportion of correct trials in the original dataset (true positives) against the shuffled dataset (false positives) 578 for each value of hypothetical reward boundary. We used the area under this ROC curve to obtain an 579 accuracy measure that was independent of the reward boundary used for various subject.
580
Characterizing eye position 581 For convenience, we express the subject's actual eye position using the following three standard degrees of vergence) were an order of magnitude smaller than the precision of our measurements, and therefore we 587 ignore them in all our analyses. We also transformed the predicted eye positions given by Equation 1
588 into the above three degrees of freedom using analogous definitions to obtain ̅, ̂̅ , and ̂̅ .
589
Saccade detection and pre-processing 590 We estimated the instantaneous speed of eye movements as (̇2 +̇2) 1/2 where and denote lateral 591 version and elevation respectively (as defined above), and a dot denotes a time derivative. Saccades were 592 detected by identifying the time points at which the speed of eye movements crossed a threshold of 200º/s 593 from below (a threshold of 50º/s yielded similar results). Although saccades were mostly confined to periods 594 immediately following target onset and end of steering (Fig 2B) , we removed a period of 100ms 595 immediately following the onset of saccades for visualizing the time-course of eye movements during the 596 trial (Fig 2E) and for all subsequent temporal analyses described below. We verified that this procedure had 597 minimal effect on the results. In approximately 10% of the trials in monkeys and ~30% in human subjects, 598 the subject travelled beyond the target. The predicted eye positions towards the end of these trials were 599 outside the range that was physically possible. Therefore, we removed time points at which any of the four 600 predicted components of eye movements in Equation 1 exceeded 60º before further analysis. Such time 601 points constituted less than 3% of the dataset, and including them did not qualitatively alter the results. where ‖•‖ 2 denotes the 2 norm, 〈•〉 denotes expectation across trials, and ̅ denotes the mean observed eye 607 position across trials at time . Because the predictions are based on a model that assumes subjects' eyes 608 track the center of the target, we call the 'target-tracking index', or simply 'tracking-index'. A value of 1 609 corresponds to perfect prediction while zero implies that the predictions were no better than the mean 610 observation. In principle, the deviation from the predictions can be larger than the intrinsic variability of the 611 data. We clipped the target-tracking index to zero whenever this happened. Since trial durations were 612 variable, we aligned all trials relative to the time at which the target was turned off ( = 0) to estimate the 613 time course of tracking coefficient start ∀ ∈ [0 , 1.8 ]. 0 start corresponds to the similarity between 614 observed and predicted eye position at the moment when the target was turned off (Fig 2F) . We also 615 computed the tracking coefficient by aligning trials with respect to the end of steering ( = ) to estimate 616 stop ∀ ∈ [−1.2s , 0]. To visualize the time-course of the tracking coefficient, we plot both start and 617 stop with a break in the x-axis (Fig 2G, 4 & 5) . To assess standard errors and statistical significance of 618 differences between tracking coefficients from pairs of conditions (e.g. rewarded vs unrewarded trials), we 619 used a bootstrap test with 10,000 bootstrap samples.
620
Correlation between saccade amplitude and target-tracking error 621 Because saccades were not very frequent while steering, we pooled data from all subjects (separately for 622 monkeys and humans) for analyzing saccades. The amplitude of saccades was taken to be the average 623 displacement of the position of the two eyes from saccade onset to 100ms later (∆ = (∆ 2 + ∆ 2 ) 1/2 ; Fig   624   3B ). We quantified the effect of saccadic eye movements on target-tracking error by computing the saccade- ( 2 + 2 ) ( 2 + 2 + 2 ) 2 Var( ) + 2 2 ( 2 + 2 + 2 ) 2 ( 2 + 2 ) Var( ) (4.1)
Var(̂) = 2 ( 2 + 2 + 2 ) 2 ( 2 + 2 ) ( 2 Var( ) + 2 Var( )) (4.2)
The above equations are based on first-order Taylor series approximation and hold as long as the higher-656 order terms are relatively small (Fig S9) . Although we cannot not directly measure Var( ) and Var( ), we 657 could estimate them from the data (see previous section) and use it to determine the variability in predicted 658 eye positions given by equation (4) . Variability in the predictions then implies a lower bound in the mean 659 squared error achievable by any observation : ‖ −̂‖ 2 2 ≥ ‖̂−̅ ‖ 2 2 . Substituting this in (2), we
